MasterMind
for Female Trailblazer

Female Trailblazer: Accelerate your success and lead with impact
Just back from leading another innovation
journey for a group of executives in
Stockholm, I witnessed again the power of
conversation and collective intelligence.
Sure, we always learn a lot from the
cutting edge hubs we are visiting, but
mostly the participants really gain from the
insights they receive from each other and
the people we meet.
For me, that is the core of acceleration.
This form of focus through conversation is
deeply needed in the discussion of
transformation and digital agendas.

What to expect

Join our female virtual MasterMind.

Space is limited to only 7 participants so
apply here fast.

Don’t try to figure it out yourself. Connect
with people outside of your silo and entity.
You’ll not just receive lots of great advice
but also build the foundation of the
networks we are aiming to build for our
companies.
We all know by now that 50% of Fortune
500 companies will disappear in the next
10 years. The ones who will survive create
the intersection of networks such as
Amazon, Salesforce.com or Google.
Are you prepared, ready to expand and
accelerate and be a leader in this
context?
Be the Trailblazer waiting inside of you .

We will kick-off in January and for 6 months
you are part of an amazing intimate group.
Each month we will meet in virtual calls,
receive 1:1 coaching laser sessions,
challenge us via peer-to-peer
conversations, and exchange and inspire
us on an exclusive online platform.
Explore how radiantly powerful it is when
courageous professionals from different
industries share wisdom with each other.

Real and intimate conversations unfold
instantly and personal growth accelerates.
Everything is 100% virtual, so you can join no
matter from where you feel called to take
the next step.
This Mastermind Group is for you if you are:
A female High-potential Leader in a Global
Corporation or a thriving Entrepreneur running a
rapidly growing start-up.
Ready to step into the qualities of a conscious
leader of the future.
Longing to use your vision and female power to
accelerate business impact for a greater good.
Eager to optimize your talents by assertively
supporting, and being supported by, exceptional
peers who serve at your level.

Here’s how recent Brilliant Best Mastermind
participants describe their experience:
‘BRILLANT BEST MasterMind was an impactful
journey of professional and personal growth,
navigated with valuable insights on leadership,
self-care, and the gifts of change from seven truly
inspiring people who also happen to be top notch
leaders in their fields – simply Brilliant!
Dawn Batey, VP Human Resources
at Anthony, Inc/Dover

Have you ever lost yourself in such an engaging,
enriching and meaningful professional experience
that time stopped and flow began? Imagine going
on such a journey with incredibly talented new
friends at the top of their game across different
industries and life experiences. BRILLIANT BEST
Mastermind was that experience for me.
Stephanie Okey,
Biotechnology Executive, Former Head of North
America & SVP, Sanofi Genzyme

Not sure yet?
Join one of the FREE mini-Masterminds to
give you a taste of the sort of conversation
that is possible in a Mastermind.

Each 3-hour Mastermind Session also
includes a 15-minute Laser Teaching
Session on a pivotal Leadership skill:

Each Tasting is limited to a group of no more
than 5 participants. There is ABSOLUTELY no
sales pitch during the session – simply the
chance for you to have a mini-Mastermind
experience.

1. Claiming purpose as the key
success ingredient
2. Building a community of trust
3. Managing conflict and emotions
4. Fostering agile ecosystems with an
extraordinary team spirit
5. Creating innovative and
collaborative solutions
6. Enhancing personal effectiveness
& well-being

Intrigued? Use this link to sign up for a
Female Trailblazers Mastermind Tasting:
https://goo.gl/forms/wUNSUoKtW8TiGSHe2
I am excited to partner on this journey with
Achim Nowak, Founder of BRILLANT BEST
who also will join us during one of the calls to
bring in male perspectives.
Looking forward to thriving conversations
together!

Cost of participation for 6 months:
$ 5,000.00
Launches January 2019
Not sure what a MasterMind is?
Here is a short video.

About Eve Simon
Eve Simon is a catalyst for change; resourceful,
creative and committed running her own
boutique consulting & coaching firm since 2005
providing advice and guidance to corporations
and leaders all over the world.
Prior to starting her own company Inspiration
Without Boarders Eve spent the first 14 years of
her career in senior management and leadership
positions spanning multiple industries.
Eve leads the Initiative LadiesLeadChange since
2005 which gives women encouragement and
guidance to step up in their leadership game.
Eve is the curator of the Future of Leadership
Salon, a movement which builds on crucial
conversation and co-creation with a humancentric approach in a digital world.
Eve, holds a Master’s degree from the University of
Basel, Switzerland and is certified in numerous
fields such as NLP, Scrum, Design Thinking,
Cosmology, Mindfulness, Somatic Awareness,
Martial Arts and System Solutions.

As a global citizen with an open mind Eve, born
and raised in Germany, presently lives with her
daughter on two continents (Düsseldorf,
Germany and Silicon Valley, CA).
Eve @ LinkedIn

Facts & Figures
Mindful acceleration
January to June 2019

get to know group call

Many new insights
Program fee: $ 5.000,-

One 1:1 laser coaching session each month

Collective learning
Completely virtual
7 international power women
Language: English
Apply today (as space is limited)

6 group session (each 3 hours long once a month)

Lift up your impact
monthly peer conversations

Explore the newest Trends
virtual closed user group

Transformation for growth
New Work Laser Teachings

To be part of this amazing group apply here or send an email to: info@brilliantbest.expert with your
contact information, what you do and why you like to join. Connect to Eve: eve@ladies-lead.com

